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Distance information for potential obstacles in the path of a vehicle is critical for intelligent 

automotive systems in order to avoid collision. We propose to develop a real-time vehicle detection 

and distance measurement algorithm using temporally correlated sequential images from 

monocular vision and implement it on Android devices.  

Many distance determination algorithms has been proposed and developed in the last decade [1-

3]. Active detection systems are widely implemented commercially in vehicles today because of 

their immunity to changing ambient light conditions; however, the cost is usually higher than 

passive systems because they involves transmitters and receivers. Among the passive detection 

systems, vision-based methods are the most common and effective techniques, which can be 

roughly classified into two categories: monocular and stereo vision. Stereo vision utilizes images 

from two or more cameras to construct the 3D space, which usually provides better accuracy than 

monocular vision; however, the cost is also higher, and it is prone to error if the parameters of the 

cameras are unknown or change due to vibration on the road. Therefore, we choose to focus on 

monocular vision. 

A complete distance measurement system includes two steps: vehicle detection and distance 

calculation. Motion-based and Appearance-based are two main approaches for vehicle detections 

[3]. We will first apply the combination of Histogram of Oriented Gradients (HOG) descriptor and 

Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification for vehicle detection, because it has shown promise 

by many previous works [4]. There are also database online for us to train the SVM classifier [5]. 

Optical flow method, one of the popular motion-based methods, is another candidate. Once the 

vehicles are detected, the location in the 3D world needs to be computed. Because monocular 

vision is used, reference features with known dimensions are required. We will start from simple 

cases. For example, the parallel lines on the road can be used to calculate the vanishing points as 

a reference; the width of vehicles are roughly on the same scale, which can also be used as 

references; license plates are rectangular and have a fixed size serving as a great reference; 

however, detecting license plates from distance may be very challenging. While these techniques 

should be enough to measure the distance in the simplest cases, e.g. detecting a vehicle right ahead 

driving straight, we are also interested in investigating some edge cases, including occlusions, 

driving in the night or rainy days, presence of vibration, being lit by the headlights from vehicles 

driving from opposite direction, etc. We will combine different techniques to tackle these issues. 

And hopefully, we can implement our algorithm on Android devices at the end. 
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